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Modern communication technologies have become a very
essential part of our lives, especially smartphones (Salehan &
Negahban, 2013). Present study explored the effects of fear of
separation from the smartphone on university students. The sample
comprised of three hundred students of Bahauddin Zakariya
University Multan with age range of 18-30 years. The purpose of
the present study was to explore the existence of nomophobia
among smartphone users. Furthermore, it aimed to investigate
whether smartphone separation causes anxiety. An experimental
research design was used and participants were randomly assigned
to two conditions. Two measures were used in the study: The
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) developed by Spielberger,
(1983), and a nomophobia questionnaire (NMP-Q) developed by
Yildirim (2015). Results revealed that 68 % of the students
experienced moderate level of nomophobia and the level of
anxiety gradually increased with increase in duration of the
separation from the phone. One-way analysis of variance found
significant difference on different levels of anxiety in experimental
group I and experimental group II separately. No significant
gender differences were found for state anxiety and nomophobia.
It is concluded from the findings of the study that excessive use
and dependence on smartphones can cause anxiety and feeling of
restlessness in the absence of the smartphone.
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Information and modern communication technologies (ICT) have
captured our lives (Salehan & Negahban, 2013). Current era is
considered as a mobile phone era where there is an expansion of lowpriced mobile devices. People are adopting mobile ICTs very quickly
and vigorously (Oulasvirta, Rattenbury, Ma, & Raita, 2012).
Smartphones are considered as the latest advancement of mobile ICTs in
this modern mobile age (Oulasvirta, Rattenbury, Ma, & Raita, 2012) and
people are getting addict to their use.But the excessive use of
smartphones can cause many physical, psychological and psychosocial
problems among smart phone users. Insomnia, poor sleep quality
excessive day time sleepiness (Khan, 2008) personal stress, insecurity,
low self-confidence and frequent mood changes, all these problems are
due to excessive cell phone use (Sansone, & Sansone, 2013).
Due to this new form of addiction that is smartphone addiction,
both individual and society are neglecting work and study (Bianchi, &
Phillips, 2005). Similarly people use this technological device in order
to avoid social interactions (Billieux, Van der Linden, & Rochat, 2008)
or use them compulsively as a protective or defensive shell. In addition
to all these problems an emerging problem related to mobile phone use
is nomophobia. Nomophobia is defined as “Fear of being away from
mobile phone contact” (Yildirim, 2014). Nomophobia is derived from
three words no-mo-phobia meaning no-mobile-phone phobia and was
first originated during a study investigated on mobile phone users who
suffered from anxiety when they lose contact with their cell phone,
piloted by the UK Post Office in 2008. A study conducted by King et al.,
(2014) defined nomophobia as Anxiety arising from not being able to
communicate through internet or mobile phone (MP) in the modern
world”.
Nomophobia consists of a cluster of symptoms or behaviors that
are related to mobile phone use. Another phenomenon which may lead
toward nomophobia is fear of missing out (FoMO) that is designated by
the desire to develop a continuous link with what other people are doing
(Przybylski, Murayama, DeHaan, & Gladwell, 2013). If people do not
check their phones frequently they become overly concerned that they
might miss a chance of any social event, or any other event which make
them feel good (Walsh, White, & Young, 2009). Dopamine is triggered.
When a person hears the sound of phone ringing, receives a notification
of a message or a text message from someone they like and an email with
some happy news slightly increases the level of dopamine (Tanaka &
Terry-Cobo, 2008).
People who suffer from nomophobia have following
characteristics; they avoid any social communication, other than through
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their mobile phone, they have one or more mobile phones with internet
access, they consider their cell phone as a protective layer, always keep
their charger with themselves, avoid places or situations in which mobile
phone use is restricted which then leads to feelings of stress and anxiety,
always keep their cell phones switched on, they have few face to face
social interactions and prefer to communicate through new technologies
and check their phones again and again to check if they received a call
or a message from someone (Bragazzi & Puenete, 2014).
Anxiety
Of all human emotions, anxiety is considered as one of the
common and ubiquitous emotion (Sarason & Sarason, 1990). Anxiety
refers to a person’s psychological state in which feelings of worry and
uncertainty are activated by vague conditions. It is very difficult for the
individual to cope with the ambiguous danger because the origin and
nature of threat is unclear to the individual and thus he/she does not know
how to react in this situation. Sometimes anxiety is thought to be future
oriented because the person foretells different circumstances of being
unemployed, due to this the person show apprehension and fear. Both
physical and mental symptoms of anxiety can be experienced by an
individual. Some common physical changes that (occur in response to
anxiety are fight or flight response, gastric disturbance, pounding heart
and perspiration. Other feelings while experiencing anxiety are worries,
nervousness, intrusive thoughts and tension (Zeidner, & Matthews,
2010).
State-Trait Anxiety
Stable tendency across many situations such as to experience, to
attend and to report negative emotions like worries, fears, and anxiety
refers to trait anxiety. Trait anxiety is the part of the personality
dimension of emotional stability versus neuroticism (Gidron, 2013).
Body symptoms are also manifested by trait anxiety. A stable perception
of certain environmental stimuli such as events, others and statements
are characterized by people having trait anxiety as threatening. State
anxiety is also often experienced and expressed by anxious people in
situations when people do not show threatening responses. This
tendency is supposed to reflect a cognitive-perceptual bias. At the
cognitive level, a person has a distorted negative interpretation related to
everything and this strengthens anxious responses just like generalized
anxiety disorder. At the perceptual level people’s focus of attention is
only on the threatening responses. At the memory level, they only recall
threatening memories (Gidron, 2013).
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State anxiety (Situational anxiety) can be defined in terms of
Specific Phobia by DSM-5, APA (2013) as diagnosis assigned to
individuals who suffer from intense fear or anxiety when exposed to
specific objects or situations. A type of anxiety disorder, specific phobias
may present in response to a range of stimuli, from animals to medical
procedures. when a person is faced with a threatening situation
autonomic nervous system temporarily induces fear, worry and
discomfort such as what are the feelings of a person when a threatening
situation is perceived by him for example if a child is confronted by a
large, strange animal and responds anxious to this. In the same way when
a person gets on a flight for the first time, s/he becomes anxious
(Spielberger & Sydeman, 1994).
There is a noticeable increase in the smart phone usage and it is
disturbing the life patterns of people. As the use of smart phone and
cyber loafing increases, the person becomes more vulnerable to develop
smartphone addiction and self-regulation negatively correlated with
smartphone addiction (Gökçearslan, Mumcu, Haşlaman, & Çevik,
2016). Existing literature explained that people experience this type of
anxiety or fear when in reality their cell phone was apart from them. In
one study the pattern of mobile phone usage and prevalence of
nomophobia were checked and the results indicates that 73 % of students
were nomophobics. 21 % of nomophobics experienced anxiety 83% of
students experienced panic attacks when their mobile phones were
misplaced (Sharma, Sharma, Sharma, & Wavare, 2015). Many already
conducted researches only ask question about their feelings if they would
separate from their cell phone but uniqueness of this study is that it will
measure immediate responses in real situations.
The purpose of this study was to explore the existence of the fear
related to their cell phones; furthermore, it also aimed at exploring it
through the real separation of the cell phone. For this purpose, an
experiment was designed. The idea for this research was taken from a
study in which researcher examined the anxiety in American students
when their mobile phones were separated from them (Cheever, Rosen,
Carrier & Chavez, 2014). The replication of similar methodology in an
eastern culture with some changes to examine anxiety at three stages and
these stages told either there was an increase in anxiety or not as the time
passed when students have no smart phone with them.
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Objectives of the study:
1. To find the level of nomophobia and anxiety among university
students, in response to separation effect when smartphones
were completely taken away (Experimental condition I).
2. To find the difference of nomophobia and anxiety among
university students, in response to separation effect when
smartphones were only switched off (Experimental condition
II).
3. To study the effect of increase in time duration of removing or
switching off the mobile phones in the above two conditions
among university students.
4. To investigate the difference of nomophobia and anxiety among
mobile phone users when the smartphone was completely taken
away comparing with the those mobile phone users whose
smartphones were only switched off.
Hypotheses:
1. Completely taking away the mobile phones will cause more
anxiety as compared to switching off the mobile phones among
mobile phone users.
2. Increasing time duration of removing or switching off the
mobile phones of mobile phone users will result in rise in the
level of anxiety and nomophobia.
Method
Participants
Participants (N=300) were recruited from the sociology and
psychology department of Bahauddin Zakariya University Multan.
Participants ranged in age from 18 to 30 years with an average age of
20.29 (SD=3.046) where mean age for females was 20.29 (SD=3.05) and
average age for males was 20.27 (SD=3.07). Mean age in experimental
group I was 20 (SD=1.35) and mean age in experimental group II was
20.58 (SD=4.07). The age distribution generally represented the
university students. Gender was distributed with males (n=66), 22 % and
females (n=234), 78 % of the sample. Where (n=131) participants were
from M.Sc., 43.67% and (n=169) participants were from BS, 56.33%.
Measures
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory: State-Trait Anxiety inventory was
invented by Spielberger in 1983 and based on a self-reported 40 item
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lickert scale. This inventory was developed for measuring levels of state
anxiety and trait anxiety. In the present study one subscale of state
anxiety was included for measuring state anxiety. This inventory has a
very good reliability and validity (Gros, Antony, Simms and McCabe,
(2007), Alpha reliability coefficient ranging from 0.86 for high school
students to 0.95 for military recruits (Spielberger 1983)
Nomophobia Questionnaire: This questionnaire was developed by
Caglar Yildirim in 2015 at Iowa State University in order to diagnose the
psychological condition of people who suffer from nomophobia NMPQ was used. Students were asked to respond to the items on a Likert scale
ranging from 1 (Strongly disagree) to 7 (Strongly agree). Total scores
were then added. The greater the score the greater the severity of
nomophobia. The reliability for the NMP-Q is Cronbach’s alpha = .94,
which is very good (Yildirim, 2015).For the current sample the reliability
is 0.86.
Procedure
The study was conducted at the Department of Applied
Psychology and the Department of Sociology at Bahauddin Zakariya
University Multan. Students who participated in the study were enrolled
in different programs. True purpose of the research was not told to the
participants. The debriefing statement was issued at the end of the
experiment. The study took place during regular classes. Directions and
instructions were given to participants before the experiment. All the
scales were measured before and after the experimental condition. The
detailed procedure is given in flowchart below.
Experimental Condition I
The description of stages in experimental groups is discussed
below.
Stage 1: At stage 1 the State Anxiety Inventory in order to check their
present feelings, when their cell phones were with them. After the
administration researcher gave participants envelops and instructed them
to write their names, roll numbers on envelop, turn off their cell phones
and put them in envelops and seal envelops with the tapes for security
and ethical purpose. Then envelops were submitted to the researcher.
The cell phones were then taken out of the class by the researcher.
Stage 2: At stage 2 after an hour researcher again administered State
Anxiety inventory on participants in order to check that without their cell
phones either their anxiety had increased at stage 2 or not.
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Stage 3: At the third stage after two hours researcher again administered
the State Anxiety inventory in order to check whether the separation
effect increases with increase in time duration of separating the mobile
phones. At this stage researcher also administered nomophobia
questionnaire, in order to check the intensity of fear without their cell
phones. After all the three stages researcher returned back the cell phones
to the participants.
Experimental Condition II
The description of all the three stages for experimental condition
II is discussed below.
Stage 1: At stage 1 researcher administered State anxiety inventory to
check the present feelings of the participants. After the initial
administration of the state anxiety inventory, participants were requested
to not to use their cell phone during the experiment and turn their cell
phones off.
Stage 2: At stage 2 after two hour the researcher again administered
State anxiety inventory to check whether there is an increase in their
feelings of anxiety or not.
Stage 3: At stage 3 after two hours State anxiety inventory was
administered again now with the nomophobia questionnaire to check if
there is an increase in fear and anxiety of participants while their cell
phones were off but with them. After the experiment participants were
allowed to turn on their cell phones.

Flow Chart
Nomophobia
Separation effects of mobile phone

Experimental condition-I
Separation effect by completely taking away
the mobile phones

Stage 1
Measuring state trait anxiety while having
mobile phones

Stage 2
Measuring state trait anxiety when mobile
phones were completely taken away

Stage 3
Measuring state trait anxiety and
Nomophobia after two hours

Experimental condition –II
Separation effect by switching off the
mobile phones

Stage 1
Measuring state trait anxiety while mobile
phones were on.

Stage 3
Measuring state trait anxiety when mobile
phones were switched off.

Stage 3
Measuring state trait anxiety and
Nomophobia after two hours
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Results
The results were analyzed by using SPSS. The results were
presented by using descriptive statistics, by using one way and two
way analysis of variance (ANOVA) between and within groups
separately for experimental group I and experimental group II.
Table 1
Alpha Reliability Coefficient of the Scales
Scale
No of items
Nomophobia (NMP-Q)
20
State anxiety stage 1
20
State anxiety stage 2
20
State anxiety stage 3
20

Cronbach’s Alpha
0.86
0.84
0.82
0.89

Table 1 shows the alpha reliability of the scales of the study.
The results reveals high alpha reliability coefficient for all the
scales of the study
Table 2
Descriptive Statistics of the Study
Variables
Age
Gender
Education

Condition I
Condition II
≤25 years
≥26-30 years
Female
Male
M.Sc
BS
Total

Frequency
150
150
284
16
234
66
131
169
300

Percentage
50%
50%
94.67%
5.33%
78%
22%
43.67%
56.33%
100.0%

Table 2 shows that the frequency of group is described and
expressed in terms of percentage. Frequency table shows (150) 50%
respondents are belonging to experimental condition I and (150) 50%
respondents are belonging to experimental condition II. Frequency table
show (284) 94.67% respondents are under 25 years of age, (16) 5.33%
respondents are between 25-30 years of age. Frequency table show (150)
50% respondents are male and (150) 50% respondents are female.
Frequency table show (131) 43.67% respondents are of M.Sc and (169)
56.33% respondents are of BS degree program..
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Table 3
Descriptive Information of Nomophobia
Nomophobia
Frequency
Non-Nomophobic
0
Mild Nomophobia
16
Moderate Nomophobia
204
Severe Nomophobia
80
Total
300

Percent
0%
5.3%
68.0%
26.7%
100.0%

Table 3 displays the frequency distribution of nomophobia and
it is expressed in terms of percentage. Frequency table shows (80)
26.67% respondents show severe nomophobia, (204) 68.0% respondents
show moderate nomophobia, (16) 5.3% show mild nomophobia where
0% respondents show no nomophobia.
Table 4

Mean, SD & t-value of Anxiety at Stage 1, 2, and 3 among Control
(n=150) and Experimental Group (n=150)
95 % CI
Conditions

Cohen’s

M

SD

t(298)

P

LL

UL

D

I

40.15

8.35

1.25

0.213

-0.68

3.02

0.14

II

38.98

7.89

I

48.60

7.61

23.36

0.001

14.91

17.70

2.66

II

32.29

4.19

I

56.78

8.61

28.50

0.001

21.97

25.22

3.29

II

33.18

5.36

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Note. p<0.001***, p<0.01**, p<0.05*. I = experimental condition I; II = experimental
condition II.

Table 4 shows group difference of anxiety at stage 1, 2, and
3. However, stage 1 contains experimental condition I and
experimental condition II. Results show no difference in anxiety
at stage 1. The mean and standard deviation (SD) values of
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condition 1 are 40.15 and 8.53, where the values for condition 2
are 38.98 and 7.89, respectively. The t-statistic value of group
difference in stage 1 is 1.25, so it clearly shows that there is no
significant group difference between two conditions at stage 1.
Results show the mean difference in anxiety at stage 2. The mean
and SD values for condition I are 48.60 and 7.61 where the mean
and SD values for condition II are 32.29 and 4.19, respectively.
The t-statistic value of group difference in stage 2 is 23.36 so, it
clearly shows that there is a significant group difference between
both conditions. Results show the mean difference in anxiety at
stage 3. The mean and SD value for condition I are 56.78 and 8.61
the mean and SD value for condition II are 33.18 and 5.36,
respectively. The t-statistic value of group difference in stage 3 is
28.50 so, it clearly shows that there is a significant group difference
between both conditions (see Table 4).
Table 5
M., SD & t-value of Nomophobia among Experimental Group I (Mobile
Phones Taken Away) (n=150) and Experimental Group II (Mobile
Phones Switched Off) on Stage 3. (n=150)
95 % CI
Conditions
I
II

M

SD

100.34

15.03

80.03

15.44

Cohen’s

t(298)

p

LL

UL

d

11.55

0.001

16.84

23.77

1.38

Note. p<0.001***, p<0.01**, p<0.05*. I = experimental condition I; II = experimental
condition II.

Table 5 exhibits group difference of nomophobia.
However, this group contains experimental group I and II. Results
show the mean difference between the groups. The mean and SD
value of experimental group I are 100.34 and 15.03 where the
mean and SD value of experimental group II are 80.03 and 15.44,
respectively. The t-statistic value of group difference in
nomophobia is 11.55 so, it clearly shows that there is a significant
nomophobia between both groups.
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Table 6
Comparison of Scores of Anxiety in Experimental Group I and
Experimental Group II (N=150)
Group

I
II

Stage 1
M(SD)
N=150
40.5
(8.35)
38.92
(7.89)

Stage 2
M(SD)
N=150
48.86
(7.60)
32.29
(4.19)

Stage 3
M(SD)
N=150
56.78
(8.61)
33.18
(5.35)

F

P

147.89

.001

53.74

.001

Note. p<0.001***, p<0.01**, p<0.05*. I = experimental condition I; II = experimental
condition II.

Table 6 shows the comparison of Scores of anxiety in
experimental conditions I and II condition. Results show the M, SD, F,
mean difference among Scores of anxiety, SE and confidence interval.
In experimental condition I, mean and SD for stage 1 are 40.5(8.35); for
second stage 48.86(7.60); and for the third stage 56.78(8.61) where F is
154.410 which shows significant results. For condition I stage 1 shows
the significant difference with stages 2 and 3. Stage 2 shows the
significant difference with stage 1 and 3. Finally stage 3 shows the
significant difference with stage 1 and 3 respectively. In experimental
condition II mean and SD for stage 1 are 38.98(7.89); for second stage
32.29(4.19) and for third stage 33.18(5.35) where F is 4.026 which
shows significant results. For anxiety difference in experimental
condition II; stage 1 shows no significant difference with stage 2 where
stage 1 shows significant difference with stage 3 respectively. Stage 2
shows no significant difference with stage 1 and stage 3 respectively.
Finally, stage 3 shows significant difference with stage 1 where stage 3
shows no difference with stage 2 respectively.
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to explore how nomophobia is an
emerging fear among young generation of today’s world. It was aimed
to examine if their smart phones are taken away from them then is there
any increase in anxiety stage. In this research, anxiety was measured at
three stages among smartphone users. Many researches have been
conducted on smart phone separation and addiction. In one study
researcher checked the cognitive ability of participants when their
iPhones were ringing and were not with them. Participants show feelings
of unpleasantness and anxiety and physiological responses like increase
in heart rate and blood pressure (Clayton, Leshner & Almond, 2015).
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There were two conditions in this study condition I and condition
II. Participants were randomly assigned to groups. Smart phones were
taken away from experimental group I whereas group II participants
were strictly instructed not to use their phones during the experiment.
The first hypothesis was that experimental group I will show high level
of anxiety as compared to experimental group II. The results supported
the hypotheses of the study. At Stage 1 of anxiety was a baseline, at that
point both groups had their smart phones with them. At stage 2 when
smart phones were taken away in experimental group I whereas in
experimental group II participants were instructed not to use their smart
phones then after this manipulation the participants of experimental
group I showed huge change in their state anxiety whereas no such
changes were observed in experimental group II.
At stage 3 when again check their state anxiety, participants spent
almost two hours without their smart phones and a high increase in
anxiety feelings was shown by participants in experimental group I
whereas no such feelings were shown by participants of experimental
group II. The slight change at stage 2 and stage 3 in mean and SD for
group II might be due to the confounding variables like task ambiguity,
nervousness, whereas difference in anxiety level has been reported in
experimental group I. It might possible that these differences are because
of less social connection of these participants during study. There is
possibility that they were feeling helpless when their smart phones were
detached from them and as there was no chance of social communication
and interaction. They were nervous as they were unable to contact
socially with friends and family, they were thinking if someone would
be calling them or texting and they would not be able to get Facebook
notifications or mails etc.
Heavy smartphone users often face fear of missing out. A concept
which means that individuals feel that they are out of touch with others,
if their social connection is lost then they would be unable to get
notifications related to some event or miss some event or meeting with
friends and due to these reasons, they feel worried, fearful and anxious.
(Przybylski, Murayama, DeHaan, & Gladwell, 2013). FoMO increases
the levels of anxiety. Participants during the experiment were coming to
researcher and were asking to return their smart phones back. One of the
participant was so panic that his class fellows were consoling him not to
worry. A study on nomophobia in which the researcher discussed the
case report of a patient who suffers from panic disorder and agoraphobia
and from the same case study he examined the relationship between
panic disorder and nomophobia. The patient was so much dependent on
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his smart phone that he only felt safe with smartphone (King, Valença,
& Nardi, 2010).
Limitations and Suggestions
Some of the limitations related to this could be STAI used to
measure only state response, this inventory does not measure
physiological responses like heart rate and blood pressure. Some other
measures will be needed in future investigation to measure these
responses. Both conditions of study were not administered at the same
time. If applied in the same class at the same time, then there would be
a possibility that participants of experimental group I show more
anxiousness. This research only consisted of university students and only
from two departments so there is difficulty in generalizing results.
Sample size was small. Limited cooperation of the sample was
experienced. For future research purpose, researcher should keep in
mind some suggestions in order to do it in a more precise way. Sample
size should be large. Data should be collected from colleges and other
universities for further studies. Experimental condition I and
experimental study II should be applied at the same time in future to get
better results.
Conclusion
It is concluded from the finding of the study that smartphones
have become an integral part of the lives of people. In the absence of
smartphones one may start feeling of restlessness and anxiety. In this
modern world the increasing trend of new technologies have made
people so much dependent and addicted to it. The aim of this study was
to investigate effect of separation from smartphones on level of anxiety.
Experimental group I showed more increase in anxiety as compared to
group II because smart phones were taken away from participants of
experimental group I.
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